
New Address:Pt. 7, Frederick, ,,iew 21701 301/473-8186 

Dear Penn (and LA), 

Glad the tbing between you end ;,;arty eAnger seems to be werine out. Be 
sale he lead your piece or had eaked for it, I've forgotten. 

Al Cheeman phoned me yesterday morning (our time) to soy ho has me ou 
the Lneuck Boyle show ou 	foie( 11/20. I do not now recoil waetber I bed eeeller 
told him my epproximate schedule but 1  guess I did. He picked,ebe first uncommitted 
dey,the day expeceed to leove LA for home. I agreed and wra4s confirming letter 
to Boyles. I have spoken to ono of my radical-right eriende who is a friend of E.L. 
L.nt's, making a broad hint that if the peOper people gave the word, I could get on 
TV there with a message Dallas should be ready for, that I never did believe an entire 
people could be responsible for anything, and that after a few not inappropriate 
corrente I think people in Dulles might like to beer about sew Oeleane. I sent a 
message to another eh° might open doors. I'm not to-' hopeful, but 1'ms aleo trying. 

If your own schedule permits, I'd aperuciate it if I could use that rein-
Check now. Please be frank and tell me if it is inconvenient and also if you are too 
busy. Chppman offered to meet my plane. I thanked him and said if you were too busy 
I'd be hewer to accept his offer, that we hedu't been together in almost a year are 
I was lo'king eoreard to it. 

Even if you will be how and not to busy, perhaps the schedule is too 
rough. If you are as tired and old as we are, it may be. The plane lands et 12:37 
Dallas time. The show is, I think, 10-1 a.m. ;Ay return plane, unless I Fee back to new 
Orleans or have to backtrack to the west cost or Chicago, either of which is poesible but unwelcome, leaves at e:30 a.m., eelles time. 1 think if TV wos aveilehle and not 
on 11/20 but on 11/21, I just might stay over. It just might help if some people in 
Males saw what FBI reports lock like and sayi Espedially if it is more about another 
city and other people. Parable eprroach. Perhaps parabolic. 

Of course, &bare is much I'd like to sae, but I think a Caw minutes at 
elealey Plaza would be enough. I'd like to go with you to see Chapman's pillbox a is 
e4eginot, an interesting twist to Lillian's Jean Valjean theory. 

Please let me know us soon as you can and if it is bop:lyou, please make 
recommendations, positivelnd, if any, negative. 

The two extra copies of FMG II and the lhornley ar.ived, damaged. I'll take 
your two with me end use se press copies for you. Is the 'hon.:ley an extra copy? If 
so, whc do I pap If not, to whom do I return, you or ebapment 

I 
I'll go to N.O., Chi., Frisco, L.A. Any suegestions,  My schedule in Frisco-

Oakland denies even the possibility oe Charlie Chaplin's broom device, from whet 1  hear, 
with a taping session to begin 27 minutes after touchdown. Can't get out of the airport 
in that time. I do not know about L.A. Bill is, 1  hope, worting again. Pay is beck end 
has been silent, so I do not know whether they are doing or are able to do anything. Steve is trying to line up whet, if I may pun, I'd like to be a Liebelarzinger at UCLA. If he doesn't, I'll possibly stay in Frisco another day, going to LA 8.m. 16. 

meanwhile, I'm discovering whet ter. Blandings didn't. Best to you both, 


